Overexpression of CCN1 in Het1A cells attenuates bile-induced esophageal metaplasia through suppressing non-canonical NFκB activation.
GERD is the most common gastrointestinal diagnosis given during office visit. People who suffer from a long history of GERD eventually develop Barrett's esophagus, a premalignant intestinal metaplasia due to NFκB activation. Previous studies focused on the contribution of TNF-triggered canonical NFκB pathway to this event. In this study, we demonstrated in vitro that it was LTA, rather than TNF, initiated canonical NFκB activation at the beginning of acid/bile attacks, but later it switched to CD40-activated non-canonical pathway, which played a bigger part in esophageal metaplasia. CCN1 attenuated this cellular transformation by suppressing CD40 and its associated proteins involved in non-canonical signaling.